Abstract: Brazilian Religious Studies have a short history, with prevalence of descriptive and social sciences approaches. Sometimes phenomenology and hermeneutics are perspectives claimed as philosophical guides or as methods to be used, but often obscurities remain among these claims. Critiques against such perspectives have been formulated, but these are not always careful regarding fundamental issues concerning them. With better clarification of phenomenological hermeneutics' principles, it is possible to offer useful guidance for understanding Religious Studies as an important discipline in Humanities, without unbalanced views of it that favor simply an empiricist point of view.
Introduction
Phenomenology and hermeneutics are terms frequently used in the context of Religious Studies in Brazil, but there are some misunderstandings in the dialogue about them. In spite of the fact that often these uses reflect a positive valuation, at present, there are also many critiques being raised concerning them. This paper will argue that there are two main reasons for this situation. First, there are historical reasons, grounded on Brazilian academic development in general and on the form by which Religious Studies in particular evolved. Second, there is not always a clear definition of what the authors mean with these terms, so that there are reasons to demand more clarification in the discussion. Besides that will be mentioned that there is also a kind of critique in which theoretical problems are really not addressed, and more problems are created than solved -and this is the case when phenomenology and hermeneutics are simply discarded as old fashion, while the new one is a vague critique of anything where the term essence may appear.
In order to deal with this question, three groups of texts will be presented. They are three compilations of papers originated from important events in which the themes of phenomenology and hermeneutics were publicly addressed, and are therefore representative for what can be seen as a real debate on Brazilian Religious Studies. The first was a seminar on the nature of Religious Studies organized in 2000, in which researchers from PUC-SP (Pontifical Catholic University of São Paulo), UMESP (Methodist University of São Paulo) and UFJF (Federal University of Juiz de Fora) met to discuss their perspectives on the matter. The results were published by Faustino Teixeira in A(s) ciência(s) da religião no Brasil, a book that for some time was the only Brazilian compilation on the theme. The second work which provides texts for the present discussion is Teologia e Ciência da Religião: A caminho da maioridade acadêmica no Brasil, organized by Eduardo R. da Cruz and Geraldo de Mori. This issue gathers the results of two congresses organized by ANPTECRE (Brazilian Association for Graduate Studies in Theology and Religious Studies), the first held in 2008, dealing with the relationship of Theology and Religious Studies, and the second in 2009, whose theme was phenomenology and hermeneutics. The third work used here, Compêndio de Ciência da Religião, organized by João Décio Passos and Frank Usarski in 2013, has a different nature. It is not the result of an event, but, in spite of a great variety in content, expresses a more unified plan of development. The first two books express better the conflictive and theoretically a bit confusing situation of the field. The third attempts to present a solution, or, at least, to offer some landmarks as criteria for its future achievement, but does not express the character of an ongoing debate, as the formers do.
Naturally, there are many texts that present other important elements for this discussion in Brazil. Some of them are also quoted here en passant. But the criteria for text selection adopted here were two: First, to present the situation as it is seen by authors doing their research in Brazilian universities; second, to discuss authors recognized as representative among the researchers of Religious Studies in Brazil, and hence the focus on publications originated by speakers on important events.
Religious Studies in Brazil
The history of Religious Studies in Brazil, in detail and methodological depth, remains yet to be written. For the moment, it is necessary to rely on accounts that are still in a testimonial form.1 In fact, it is still a short story, as this field of research began only at the last fourth of the 20th century. There is general agreement about the fact that Brazilian academic life was heavily marked by the influence of Positivism. Especially the realm of Humanities, in Portuguese called Ciências Humanas (literally, "Human Sciences"), easily shows its Comptian origins, with some later Marxist additions. But this characteristic is still worse, because there is a general lack of humanistic and philological knowledge in Brazil, what an European Licée or Gymnasium should provide, so that even Humanities in Brazil have chiefly technical presuppositions. Needless to say, this was not an ambient propitious for fostering the study of religion. From another side, the study of religion was traditionally dominated by churches, almost exclusively in religious catholic or protestant seminaries. As not even Theology was recognized by the state as an academic discipline until the 1980s, the study of religion was a theme restricted to religious institutions, without any external academic evaluation.2
This historical background is of great importance to understand even the situation of the name of Brazilian Religious Studies. As they are called in Portuguese Ciência(s) da(s) Religião(ões) (literally, Science(s) of Religion(s)), it clearly does not reflect the understanding of Science in English-speaking countries. It reflects a translation either of the German Religionswissenschaft or of the French Sciences Religieuses. In spite of the fact that there has been some debate around the confusing situation of a discipline witch has different names in a single country, there has been little attention to the fact that there are different understandings of science underlying it. So, with right Eduardo Cruz has criticized this still empty debate around names.3 Although somewhen there should be an agreement about the name, this discussion must be made taking in account what is meant by ciência (literally "science", in Portuguese). And this must be made in conjunction with a reevaluation of how one understands the relationship of Religious Studies and Humanities (in Portuguese, Ciência(s) da(s) Religião(ões), literally, "Science(s) of Religion(s)", and in Portuguese Ciências Humanas, literally, "human sciences").
The beginnings of Brazilian Religious Studies as an academic field of study are closely related with the Liberation Theology movement. There were of course studies on religion performed by other disciplines, like Sociology, Psychology and Anthropology, for example. But, given the above mentioned situation, the study about religion in general was not very well seen in the academic ambient, so that normally these studies were scarce and scattered. Liberation Theology introduced a modern perspective in theological studies, and, besides ideological conflict, it also promoted academic dispute in seminaries. The foundation of Religion Studies in Brazil granted to some theologians an alternative way to continue to work academically on religion with independence in relation to conservative church leaders. At the same time, the political relevance showed by Liberation Theology in the 1960s and 1970s created curiosity, interest and sympathies among researchers of social sciences. These were discovering a power in religion that was at odds with what traditional Brazilian scholarship used to think. Such new environment opened the possibility for the creation of Religious Studies as graduate programs, in which theologians and researchers of other fields begun to work together. In general, while Brazil was fighting to overcome the remnants of a dictatorship, most of the first studies on religion showed also political engagement.4 This relationship of Religious Studies and personal commitment must be taken in account as a key element to understand this academic field still today. Eduardo Cruz has pointed to the fact that this heritage brings with it some methodological questions, so that its ambiguity should be recognized.5
Luís Dreher identified already in 2000 that this origin had brought a kind of panic to the field of Religious Studies in Brazil. The development of academic research urged theoretical and methodological reflection, and it was discovered that the former gathering, around political sympathies, was not enough to establish these studies on a safe ground. People saw that they were doing research in an unstable area. Besides those who experienced this kind of panic, there were also two different theoretical-methodological answers: the traditional positivist answer and the attempt of a hermeneutic foundation for Religious Studies.6 In Dreher's view, the tendencies were the return to traditional Positivist perspectives -with a kind of Marxist taint -or a generalized attempt to argue for a hermeneutic character of Religious Studies, in a not very clear postmodern mood.7
Phenomenological approach in Brazilian Religious Studies
A key figure in the early development of Religious Studies in Brazil was Antonio Gouvea Mendonça. A Presbyterian Theology Professor, educated in Philosophy and Sociology, during many years he was dedicated to the study of Brazilian Protestantism in Religious Studies graduate programs at (already referred) UMESP and later at Mackenzie Presbyterian University in São Paulo, being also during many years member of the evaluation board for Religious Studies graduate programs. His diagnosis was that there was a lack of consciousness in Brazilian Religious Studies about the significance of phenomenology for this field of research.8 He does not offer a closed proposition of a phenomenological model that should be adopted, but puts some themes in discussion whose reflection still seem to be valuable, as they reveal yet unresolved questions.
The phenomenological ambient drives the religion researcher to overcome old ideas regarding the source and history of religion, sometimes involved in a positivist evolutionary framework. The problem of religion is now put in an essence and form scheme, and aims to depart from Philosophy as rigorous discipline [ciência, literally, "science" in Portuguese] with its respective method, and so, it poses itself in an absolute a priori in relation to other disciplines, as History, Anthropology and Sociology. So, Phenomenology of Religion turns into a philosophical discipline, and in the most strict Husserlian framework, into the kernel around which Religious Studies [uma Ciência da Religião, literally, "a Science of Religion"] could be built. The other religious disciplines, working under the prism of the meaning of the religious phenomenon, would be auxiliaries dedicated to the study of the forms. […] In this point of view, those researchers are phenomenologists 4 Dreher, "Ciência(s) da Religião", 159. 5 Cruz, "Posfácio", 240, 246. 6 Dreher, "Ciência(s) da Religião", 156. 7 Examples of such loose references to hermeneutics might be seen, for exemple, in Teixeira, "O lugar da Teologia", 307, where he refers only scarcely, without really grounding it himself, to Higuet's defense of theological researches among Religious Studies based on hermeneutics; and in Aragão, "Sobre epistemologias e diálogos", 99: "[…] many philosophical and theological, and even so called scientific discourses made by psycho-sociology, got too theoretical and self-refered […] The critique directed against empirical science is that the approach to an object is not possible if it does not imply an interpretative presupposition. This is a tension that we have to learn to manage with creativity." Even if such examples does not necessarily present an erroneous argumentation, they show a kind of generality that justifies the fear criticized by Cruz and discussed below: the theoretical-methodological argumentation is not sufficiently precise. 8 Mendonça, "Comentários", [191] [192] [193] [194] or religious researchers [cientistas da religião, literally, "scientists of religion" in Portuguese], who dedicate themselves to the structures and meanings of religious phenomena who stress the essential base, describing and systematizing its basic structures.9
From this quotation, we should retain some key elements: 1. The philosophical nature that Mendonça ascribes to Phenomenology of Religion, in other words, his understanding of a task that is not merely descriptive. 2. The relation of phenomenology with other disciplines. What he means with "working under the prism of the meaning of the religious phenomenon" could also be expressed with what is called the phenomenological attitude, the researcher's openness to the givenness of phenomena, without previous metaphysical or theoretical considerations. 3. The importance ascribed to "structure and meanings" given with religious phenomena -and here he refers to religious meanings, as these are what a researcher is looking for, while s/he studies religion under a Religious Studies phenomenological attitude. These three points stressed in Mendonça's text will be discussed further, in relation to critiques made against phenomenology at present time.
In another text, Mendonça points to a consequence that he saw in researches performed in the context of Brazilian Religious Studies without a phenomenological approach:
I have observed that the majority of works (theses, books, etc.) written about religion in Brazil remains in a mainly descriptive level, not reaching the thought structures that are behind the phenomena. I think, for example, that for this reason we have not progressed very much in the study of Pentecostalism. The comprehension, the meaning and the discovery of the "essence" which precedes the phenomenon is missing.10
This second quotation reveals the practical dimension, which Mendonça attributed to the search for religious meanings in phenomenological reflection. He was not pleading for a speculative attitude, divorced from empirical study, or for an "essentialist" approach, or even for a simple "cripto-theological" attitude, as current fashion critiques of phenomenology put it.11 What he is affirming could be understood as the exemplification of the necessity of difference between an academic study and media articles, where descriptions receive only superficial analysis, usually already previously accepted by an average reader. In this sense, the search for meaning implies the reflection of the researcher about the structure of meaning that conforms the religious phenomenon in the believer's experience. A further example that Mendonça offers for this situation is the lack of understanding about personal reasons for his/her involvement in religious endeavor. He refers the fact that puritans renounced the enjoyment of their personal goods and that missionaries, motivated by personal religious experiences, suffered privations, unease, cultural displacement and health problems. He does not discard psychological, historical or economic explanations, but affirms that " […] without taking in account factors of essentially religious nature, it will be difficult to understand the personal sacrifice […] ."12 And a final consequence of the historical prevailing attitude of Brazilian academic studies regarding religion is so described: 9 Mendonça, "Memória: Fenomenologia e consciência religiosa", 228. 10 Mendonça, "Comentários", 190. 11 A more grounded critique of phenomenological method in Religious Studies is found in Gasbaro, "Fenomenologia da Religião". His text, albeit part of the "Compêndio de Ciência da Religião", is not dealt with here because the scope of the article is to present scholars who deal with the proposed themes within Brazilian context. Gasbaro's article is a translation inserted in this compendium. As exposed in the former introduction, this work is not the result of a public debate, but is a programmatic endeavor. Therefore, the insertion of this article shows that the point of view of this compilation is clearly antiphenomenological. It is the only perspective of Religious Studies presented in this book from an opponent's point of view. For another foreigners defense of phenomenology and hermeneutics, in connection with theological studies, see Arévalo, "Três novas abordagens da religião e da Teologia a partir da filosofia", a translation of the presentation of this invited speaker in one of ANPTECRE's congresses. Another foreigner's text about the question is the balanced appreciation of Brandt, "As ciências da religião numa perspectiva intercultural. A percepção oposta da fenomenologia da religião no Brasil e na Alemanha." 12 Mendonça, "Memória: Fenomenologia e experiência religiosa", 223.
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The excess of empiricism in Humanities [ciências humanas, literally "human sciences" in Portuguese], and specifically in Social Sciences in Brazil, leads them to favor, almost exclusively, mass forms of religion, leaving mysticism in the background and ignoring more refined and scientific forms of religion. Indeed, these last ones escape from social sciences, or, at least, of their interest, as they, once they are situated at the limits of scientific knowledge, constitute philosophical and theological challenges which are not compromised with visible forms of religion, although they influence their form of being.13
So, in Mendonça's view, the prevailing methods used in Brazilian Religious Studies could grasp only external forms of massive religions. This guarantees that the theoretical approaches are not profoundly challenged by the religious objects encountered, but leaves outside the scope of studies a lot of material that without any doubt pertains to the study of religion.14 In this direction, his proposal was that Brazilian Religious Studies should pay attention to the distinction between essence and forms in Religion, to look for the understanding of meaning in religious phenomena. And this in order to distinguish between emotion and religious experience, and between external forms and grounding structures of meaning.15
Little debate about phenomenology and hermeneutics in relationship with Philosophy
As it was the case with theologians, philosophers also took part in Brazilian Religious Studies' development. Many of them, actually, had some kind of religious background or interest, or even a previous religious education. And so it happened that, as the Brazilian Association for the Philosophy of Religion (ABFR) was established, many Religious Studies professors were among the founders, and each congress of this association was attended by a significant number of graduate students of those programs. Some congresses were even organized by Religious Studies graduate programs, and its board of direction always had persons associated with them. In spite of that, the majority of Religious Studies graduate programs do not offer Philosophy of Religion as a research possibility. This can be intriguing, if one does not take in account that the general trend focuses only on empirical study of religion.
This general situation is also reflected on the literature analyzed in this paper. Brazilian Philosophers of Religion have not been invited as main speakers at the events of ANPTECRE. So, the texts within the limits of literature chosen for the present article almost do not handle with phenomenology or hermeneutics. In this respect, Scott Randall Paine's remark is worth of thought:
Anyone who wished to wipe religion from such an involving project as Philosophy will discover that a great amount of the human being, of the world and of general experience will disappear with it.16
The same should be said about the attempt to wipe Philosophy from the study of Religion. Actually, in a similar way as it happens with theologians, philosophers do not only reason about religion, but their reflection have had clear impacts in religious traditions. Not paying attention to philosophical aspects in religious traditions implies in misinterpretations of those traditions. This is particularly effective regarding phenomenological and hermeneutic philosophical approaches.
13 Mendonça, "Memória: Fenomenologia e experiência religiosa", 221. 14 In this sense, here would be necessary to deal with the function of theological studies among Religious Studies. As is argued in Gross, "Considerações sobre a Teologia", theologies are a necessary part of research objects in Religious Studies institutions, simply because theologies are part of religions, and these cannot be properly understood without reference to their own rational, symbolical and mythical expressions. Another thing would be to discuss the pertinence of theological reflection, of doing Theology, in the realm of Religious Studies. A little about this question will be addressed below, where the engaged character of Brazilian Religious Studies will be discussed. 15 Mendonça, "Memória: Fenomenologia e experiência religiosa", 236. A parallel evaluation about the lack of phenomenological studies in early Brazilian Religious Studies is found in Dreher, "Ciências da Religião", 176. In another text, Mendonça, "A persistência do método fenomenológico", specially at p. 91-92 and 95-96, there are suggestions of practical methodological clues. 16 Paine, "Filosofia da religião", 111.
Eduardo Cruz affirms that Philosophy is important in Religious Studies, but that there is a problem with the missing clarity of definition regarding the use of phenomenology and hermeneutics as a philosophical or as a scientific (científico, literally, in Portuguese) approach.17 In his view, referring to Paul Ricoeur, hermeneutics should be seen not only as a method but as a moment in a wider epistemological process.18 This critique is also expressed by the theologian Rudolf von Sinner, 19 and it should be assumed as a problem by anyone who wishes to use phenomenological and hermeneutic approaches.
That having been said, the only text, among the groups selected for this article, in which phenomenology and hermeneutics are dealt with by scholars researching in Brazil in connection with Philosophy, is Etienne Higuet's "Hermenêutica da Religião" in the Compêndio de Ciência da Religião -as Rudolf von Sinner's above referred text on hermeneutic Theology does not apply so much to the discussion on Religious Studies. Higuet's chapter is not put among the epistemological texts, but among the methodological ones. This, again, exemplifies the programmatic nature of this compilation, even if there can be perceived a little tension regarding the content of this particular chapter -although it is put in the division about the language of religion, what it obviously addresses, its title is Hermeneutics of religion, showing that by addressing religious language it intends also religion as a whole. As a matter of fact, there are other philosophical approaches present in the Compêndio, each one of them with good argued perspectives: Scott Randall Paine's "Filosofia da Religião", which presents a general panorama of the discipline, Roberto Hofmeister Pich's "Religião como forma de conhecimento", which, even if using Rudolf Otto's definition of religion, does not discuss or utilize a phenomenological approach for his presentation of the relation between religion and knowledge, and Luiz Felipe Pondé's "Religião e ética", which presents a panorama on religion and ethics.
Higuet's text begins with a historical presentation of hermeneutics which stresses the importance of Schleiermacher, Dilthey, Heidegger, Gadamer, Husserl and Ricouer. This historical survey ends with the affirmation of hermeneutics importance for the studies in the realm of Humanities, particularly in function of the textual character involved in the cultural production and of the meaning dimension implied in it.20 From this base, it applies hermeneutics to the study of religion, mainly based on Ricoeur's thought. Religion is thus understood having text as a model. Its own symbols and texts should be interpreted in order to "manifest the meaning beyond the preliminary meaning, e.g., recreating the latent meaning(s)."21 To perform it, the first step is a phenomenological approach, in order to understand the sacred at its own level, a step to be performed to achieve eidetic clarification of concepts. But after that, there are still three necessary moments: a) To understand the text world, the proposed world implied by the text; b) to understand the ontological questions involved in this proposed world; c) to reflect about the message evolved from the clash of this world and ontology proposals regarding the experienced self and world reality. The idea is that by this process the symbolical meanings are regenerated and thought is provoked by it. In this sense, sacred symbols and texts -and religion as a whole, taken as a metaphorical text -enable the experience of meaning excess.22 In this sense, religion acquires a symbolic function. For the believer, it mediates the experience of the sacred. Ricoeur himself applied this conception to religious symbols too, but in his thought it does not have necessarily a theological implication -as it is seen in his texts about metaphor and narrativity. So, Higuet adds a second possibility for the interpretation of religious symbolism, taken from Paul Tillich. For him, the language of symbols expresses the ground and abyss of reality, having, in this sense, a revelatory function.23 The chapter ends with a presentation of a more restrictedmethodological -use of hermeneutics, applied to the understanding of myths and biblical language. But the global implication of a general hermeneutic comprehension of religion is restated at the conclusion: 
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In this sense, religion will be understood as a large text defying the interpreter's sagacity. Through the text the sacred offers itself as an experience of meaning excess, beyond subjectivity and human language, beyond the limits of ontology. Hermeneutics searches an understanding of this experience, especially by reading religious symbols and myths. In this way, hermeneutics understands religion from within, constituting a presupposition for methods that, like semiotics, interpret signs from their linguistic structure. It presents itself, in the end, as a critical complement for social sciences' approach to religion, which favor empirical and quantitative approaches.24
Open questions
As already referred, an important reason for questioning phenomenological -and, perhaps, also hermeneutic -approaches to religion, rests on a not always well clarified use of these approaches in Brazilian Religious Studies. A great deal of this critique has to do with the discussion about the distinction between Religious Studies as one academic field and Theology as another one. As a matter of fact, there is recognition that Religious Studies are necessary for a critical modern Theology.25 From a theological point of view, it is then possible to affirm a complementarity between Religious Studies and Theology, so that they have different presuppositions regarding religion -revelation being the key conception for theological work.26 For Theology -and mainly so for a modern one -, hermeneutics is a necessary part of its task. And contemporary hermeneutics is heir, even if a critical one, of phenomenology. So, even if, as Eduardo Cruz stated27, theologians like Rudolf von Sinner28 and Hermann Brandt29 expressed reserve regarding the presence of phenomenology in Brazilian Religious Studies, the entire article of von Sinner he refers discusses the ideal hermeneutic approach for contemporary Theology, and this is done with a well grounded debate with philosophical hermeneutics. So, it seems that Cruz' critique must be seen as directed specially to obscurity in the presence of phenomenology -and perhaps hermeneutics -in Religious Studies, not so much in Theology. This is in tune with his other critique, directed to a universalism implied in phenomenological approaches of the sacred, which do not value psycho-social-cultural approaches to religion and tend to crypto-theological understandings.30 This missing clarity of distinction between Religious Studies and Theology is also the line of argumentation by the organizers of the Compêndio de Ciência da Religião.31 The idea is that phenomenological -and, by implication, hermeneutic -approaches to religion risk to blur the distinction between Theology and Religious Studies, once religious phenomena tend to be interpreted as revelations of a universal sacred reality.32
A different critique against the concept of sacred in phenomenological studies refers to its unhistorical implication. In this sense, the term would imply an essentialist view of religion, contradicting the necessity of a strict historical perspective that should be adopted in Religious Studies. At the limit, this kind of unhistorical concept of sacred would imply an ethnocentric perspective. Perhaps even justifying religious oppression.33 In this sense, Steven Engler and Michael Stausberg offer the conception of grounded theory as an alternative for this kind of perspective:
There is no essentially religious fact, in the same sense that there is no essentially economic or essentially political one: "religious", "economic" and "political" are terms that scholars (but not only they) use to circumscribe a group of phenomena of their interest. […] 24 Ibid., 466. 25 Teixeira, "O lugar da Teologia", 312. 26 Libânio, "A religião no início do milênio." 27 Cruz, "Posfácio", 246. 28 Von Sinner, "Hermenêutica em perspectiva teológica", 124-125. 29 Brandt, "As ciências da religião numa perspectiva intercultural." 30 Cruz, "Posfácio", 247. 31 Passos and Usarski, "Introdução geral", 22. 32 So also Usarski, "Constituintes da Ciência da Religião", [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] 54, 69 . 33 Usarski, "Constituintes da Ciência da Religião", 50, 70, 72 . This is also one of the main lines of argumentation presented by Gasbaro, "Fenomenologia da Religião". Indeed, for religion there is nothing else as data. That is, the empirical materials that are used as "data" in scientific or academic community in Religious Studies are built, gathered and produced by methods accepted as scientific, whose quality was valued using some criteria among the mentioned ones.34 A further question is related to the understanding of the object of research in Religion Studies. The general introduction to the Compêndio de Ciência da Religião affirms that, in spite of a certain plurality among Religious Studies perspectives, " […] in all of them the singularity of religious data as an elementary logical principle is present, without which it would not be possible to identify the religious diversities historically possible […] ."35 Eduardo Cruz states something similar, but with more subtlety:
[…] for academic purposes, it becomes difficult to sustain the sui generis character of religion in the strong, almost theological sense, of something sublime which, from a trans-historical level, is offered to the human being for his realization. But a, so to speak, "weak" sense of sui generis for religion can be maintained, one in which its meaning, its nature and its function are continually rethought in face of other objects in the realm of psyche, culture, and so on.36
This question has to do with the already old traditional question about the problem of the term religion. It is well-known that it is a Latin concept that was adopted by Christianity, and later universalized. So, is there religion or are there only religions? And further, may it be considered a concept, or is it a deceiving definition? What other one could replace it? Short, what is in fact the object of Religious Studies? Here this old question appears in a more subtle form. But it seems that the rejected phenomenological conception has to be anyhow replaced. Grounded theory and weak sui generis are offered as an alternative to what is called an essentialist understanding of religion.
This understanding would lead to a different conception about the nature of Religious Studies in relation to the so called monarchic model offered by Mircea Eliade.
The identity of the discipline is so not grounded on a particular method (for example, a phenomenological or hermeneutic one), but on its history, common institutions, and mainly on negotiations between researchers and sub-disciplines involved in it, what can offer it a more contextual aspect.37
Frank Usarski clearly formulates his idea of the characteristics that Religious Studies should adopt: It should adopt an epistemological attitude based on the ideal of "indifference" regarding its object of research; methodological atheism or agnosticism would be the name of this position; any question of a "ultimate truth" of religion should be excluded; any evaluative approach of a given religious tradition based on norms of other religious or ideological criteria should be eliminated.38
Concluding proposals
Religious Studies is a discipline embedded among the studies of Humanities (or Geisteswissenschaften). Some aspects of it may demand different kinds of technical, statistical or quantitative skills, and this, from the beginning, demands sub-disciplines. But the core of the discipline deals with the knowledge of religious (or semi-or quasi-religious) groups, cultures and traditions. In this sense, Religious Studies is very akin to historical and to literary studies. Also, the studies of History and Literature demand a broad range of auxiliary disciplines, like Psychology, Anthropology, Economy, Geography and Philosophy. And also in those two core disciplines of Humanities the mastery of technical elements is very helpful. Common to History, Literature and Religious Studies is the fact that the object of research is not a simple body of data, but a living subject that, even if it is something from a remote past, is brought back to life by means of the 34 Engler and Stausberg, "Metodologia em Ciência da Religião", 69. 35 Passos and Usarski, "Introdução geral", 25. 36 Cruz, "Estatuto epistemológico", 42. 37 Ibid., 43. 38 Usarski, "História da Ciência da Religião", 51. discussion about the theme. These kinds of knowledge reveal the embodiments of human endeavor, and, therefore, in no way something like that may be dealt with indifference! Obviously, a real academic treatment of those types of materials also needs some kind of detachment, in order to avoid that it expresses merely a personal and subjective opinion. But, as in History and Literature, the researcher of Religious Studies is also looking for some kind of truth that its study subject reveals. To say that does not imply anything necessarily theological when one discusses History or Literature, why should it necessarily imply it when one deals with Religious Studies? Of course, what is indeed necessary, is a clear statement about the objective of each given research on religion, whether it is meant to be of theological character or not -exactly as History and Literature can be subjects of theological researches too.
This point of view about Religious Studies is marked by the influence of Hans-Georg Gadamer's understanding of hermeneutics as a philosophical understanding. It assumes that what resulted to be called Humanities or Geisteswissenschaften -and here these different names, already implying distinct bodies of knowledge, are a sign of utmost importance -are a form acquired by the living tradition of human culture. In the case of those names, they refer to particular embodiments of knowledge whose traditions are cultivated in different parts of the western world. The same process occurs in different cultures. Religious elements are part of these bodies of knowledge about tradition, be they systematized as a particular conjunct or not, be they written or not, be their authority explicitly recognized or not. In his appraisal of Dilthey's hermeneutics, Gadamer states that one reason for Dilthey's unachievement, in spite of his long efforts, in furnishing his desired scientific foundation for the Geisteswissenschaften in an Enlightenment fashion was the fact that he overlooked the ideal of humanistic Bildung which provided the base of what would be the Geisteswissenschaften.39
This Gadamerian approach of Humanities -and similar traditional bodies of knowledge -is not simply a methodological model of hermeneutics. It shows that a tradition is linguistically transmitted, be it written, spoken or otherwise mediated. To understand a tradition implies a dialogical process. Of course, a variety of scientific methodologies may be used, and some may even be extremely necessary, to promote this dialog between the researcher and the tradition with which he is engaged in understanding. But the key process is the dialogue that focuses the subject matter, the Sache.40 This notion of Gadamer represents the hermeneutic heritage of phenomenological attitude. In this sense, the essence that is searched can no more be understood in terms of old metaphysics. It is simply the attentive listening to what matters, in order to correctly understand the subject.
As a consequence, in the case of religious material, many other types of data may be of interest, but if one does not focus on what presents the peculiar religious character of this material, it will be simply impossible to understand it as part of a religious tradition. Expressing this in phenomenological terms: It is necessary to pay attention to what manifests an essential religious character. As simple as that.41 Also this formulation does not necessarily have any old metaphysical character. Object of debate could remain the question about in which measure non hermeneutic phenomenology could be understood as a-historical.42 But a hermeneutic phenomenology is clearly historically oriented -as shows the 39 Gadamer, Wahrheit und Methode, 14-15. 40 Ibid., 449-460. 41 It is a little difficult to understand why classical phenomenologists of religions are not read that way, instead of calling them something like "crypto-theologians". With respect to Otto and van der Leeuw, they were obviously not crypto-theologias, they where assumed theologians! It is quite possible to retain this intention without necessarily assume their theological elements. Beyond being theologians, they also wished to exercise a more detached method of studying religion, a method that they believed would be able to show them something beyond dogmatic limitations. (Of course, another problem is the discussion about the possibility to study religion without any presupposition about religion. In this regard, what Paul Tillich said about Philosophy of Religion applies also to Religious Studies: "Thus philosophy of religion is in a peculiar position in face of religion. It must either dissolve away the object it wishes to grasp or declare itself null and void. If it does not recognize religion's claim to revelation, then it misses its object, and does not speak of genuine religion. If, on the other hand, it acknowledges the claim to revelation, then it becomes theology". Tillich, "The Philosophy of Religion", 28. Cruz, "Estatuto epistemológico, 44 expresses a similar idea.) 42 Oliveira, "A fenomenologia da religião", 53-55. discussion which Gadamer presents about the finite character of hermeneutic understanding, about fusion of horizons and about historical effect (Wirkungsgeschichte).43
All that cannot be reduced to a distinction between explanation and comprehension in academic disciplines. In this particular respect, the long way hermeneutics of Ricoeur, which incorporates explicitly the explanatory moments in the process of interpretation, also exposed in the above treated chapter written by Etienne Higuet, may be another element that helps to clarify that a real hermeneutic understanding of Religious Studies can in no way represent an "anything goes" process. Anyway, comprehension has precedence over explanation, as an explication without understanding has no meaning. So, explanations should be always means to enhance the comprehension of the subject matter (Sache) of a traditionotherwise they fall short of their reason to be. Thus, the essential point is that the subject matter (Sache) must be the guide of any process of comprehension. In this fundamentally hermeneutic sense, then, should be understood the already quoted proposition: "The identity of the discipline is so not grounded on a particular method […] but on its history, common institutions, and mainly on negotiations […] ."44 Only that it would be more akin to hermeneutics' understanding if "negotiation" be changed by "dialogue". Because a negotiation is guided by interests, which are also present in a dialogue -but in the last one the subject matter (Sache) must have the precedence, or there is no real, sincere dialogue.45
This kind of understanding of Religious Studies could also contribute to the enrichment of Humanities' understanding in Brazil. Of course, this is not an ideal to be achieved in short time. But this kind of understanding could at least make Religion Studies programs require a deeper humanistic knowledge in their studies, something which implies also different relationships with academic departments that have not been so fundamental until now in Brazilian Religious Studies -as Language, Literature and History. In comparison with good Theological graduate programs, for example, the linguistic requirements of Religious Studies programs in Brazil is generally lower. Perhaps paradoxically, theological studies in Brazil may require deeper humanistic expertise than Religious Studies. A clear symptom of it is the fact that problems of text critique are not often object of their research.
Another contribution of such hermeneutic model for Religious Studies would be the possibility of an open discussion around the need of balance between engagement and objectivity in research. It cannot be the case, neither of "indifference" regarding the religious subject, nor of a generic "creativity" in managing a tension between interpretation and empiricism regarding that subject. In the Brazilian case, where it is clear that the field of Religious Studies arouse in a context of engagement, this question should receive deep consideration. Of course the methodological problems which this original situation continues to produce must be dealt with, as especially Eduardo Cruz pointed out. In this sense, a hermeneutic model, which assumes one's particular finite situation and the historical effects of one's own tradition, may be more effective in that respect than a model that seems too akin to the previous purely Positivist moment.
If Antônio Mendonça did not develop a model, his diagnostics are still fruitful -as well as the poignant critical diagnostics of Eduardo Cruz, probably the most lucid analytical mind dealing with the epistemological situation of Brazilian Religious Studies today. From a hermeneutic point of view, the parallel of what is often called "objectivity" in academic work is given by the above discussed emphasis on the subject matter (Sache). This does not give us a methodology, but shows us the criterion for the use of any method. Hermeneutics does not mean arbitrary subjectivism, but guidance by the theme, the text, the tradition that is meant to be understood. This means that one's own ideologies, also religious ones, must be put in risk, one must let the play of knowledge's process be played. Players are not autonomous subjects, but co-participants and, in last degree, instruments of the play itself.46
It is also important to add that concerning engaged attitude, besides it being part of the historical effect in Brazilian Religious Studies and besides the fact that its recognition is a necessary posture to avoid a pretended neutrality, there should also be realized that there is a positive form of commitment in Religious Studies. Many researchers in Religious Studies work on themes of social interest: religious minorities, religious prejudice, women in religious traditions, religious positions regarding natural environment, for example. Most -or even possibly all -of them are personally engaged with these causes. In spite of the fact that one sidedness in any respect is not tolerable in academic realm, so that pure ideological discourses (like "researches who do not take position in my cause are supporting oppression") must be avoided, it can also not be denied that some kind of engaged studies help to show social relevance for Religious Studies. In this sense, even if it is understandable that academic neutrality must guide research, in practical activities one necessarily needs to find a way to accommodate one's historical and contextual finitude with the academic regulatory ideal. And more. Evidently, if it is impossible to prohibit ideological commitment in Religious Studies, it is also impossible to avoid any religious one. Even if one states that this should also be a regulatory ideal, it is in fact impossible to be put in practical effect in a radical way. In this sense, the ideal of a phenomenological attitude that exercises epoché must be conjugated with hermeneutic recognition of personal historical and contextual limits. To assume one's own involvement with ideological -and perhaps religious -traditions is a necessary point of depart in the effort of self-critique in order to exercise an academic level of detachment in research.
Obviously, being all that said, it is still very necessary to add that Religious Study cannot be reduced to those kinds of applied and engaged research models -and hence the importance of epoché. A hermeneutic comprehension of the discipline implies that the fundamental reason for it to exist is to foster the dialogical understanding of religious traditions, groups and texts in order to better understand human traditions and their cultural achievements. In this sense, Religious Studies are fundamentally concerned with the understanding of human being, and so it pertains to and contributes with the Humanities in general.
Therefore, in a phenomenological hermeneutics, both phenomenology and hermeneutics are meant to be in the first stance a fundamental philosophical attitude that governs the research process. This seems akin to the still fragmentary proposals offered by Antonio Mendonça, in spite of the numerous differences between his expositions and what this article presents. Someone who would look for similarities in concepts or authors quoted would possibly recognize little literal similarities. In his texts, he declared his debt to Spinoza, stressed Husserl's phenomenology, regarded hermeneutics as dealing only with sacred texts. But perhaps these dissimilarities are only apparent. Essentially, in this presentation remain three fundamental concerns inspired by Mendonça 
